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Description 

A key requirement for a transportation project to be eligible for federal funding is completion of a 
noise assessment. If post-development noise levels are determined to be above a certain 
threshold, sound mitigation may be required pending a vote by those who would benefit from 
the reduction of noise. In this session, we’ll review a real-world case study in which InfraWorks 
software was used to create a detailed model of a completed roadway design. Using the 
InfraWorks web viewer, the model was shared with voters to help them understand the visual 
impacts of a potential sound wall. We will demonstrate advanced workflows for importing and 
configuring CAD, geographic information system (GIS), and imagery data in InfraWorks to 
create a detailed visualization model. We’ll also explore the use of custom InfraWorks schema, 
create new styles using imported materials, optimize scenarios for online viewing, and 
demonstrate storyboard creation techniques. 
 

About the Speaker 

Mike is a civil project engineer at AECOM in Denver, Colorado where he works primarily in land 
development and transportation. His portfolio contains a variety of projects ranging from 
commercial development, subdivisions, urban roadway design, waste water system design, and 
potable water transmission/treatment. Mike is an expert Civil 3D user who manages his group’s 
Civil 3D template and develops custom styles, subassemblies and pipe network parts for 
designs. Mike has been using Infraworks in his design workflows for the past two years and has 
successfully utilized the software on several real-world projects. He is a member of AECOM’s 
Rocky Mountain Area Virtual Reality Task Force and is considered the resident Civil  3D and 
Infraworks expert within the Denver Transportation business unit. Mike is licensed professional 
engineer in the state of California. 
 
 

Learning Objectives 

 Learn how to use advanced techniques to more accurately visualize AutoCAD Civil 
3D designs in InfraWorks  

 Learn how to use custom InfraWorks schema types to better organize data 

 Learn how to create animations using the InfraWorks storyboard tools 
 Learn how to use the InfraWorks web viewer tools 
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Forward 

The content in this handout is intended to provide general guidance with some tips and tricks for 
visualizing a Civil 3D project in InfraWorks and is aimed at proficient Civil 3D/Infraworks users. It 
is not intended to be an intensive step by step guide. In addition to the content supplied in this 
handout, a video recording of the entire process I developed while creating this project’s model 
is available for viewing here: https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88. Throughout the handout, time 
ranges (XX:XX:XX to XX:XX:XX) for this recording are provided which correspond to the content 
being presented in the current section. 
 
Many of the techniques presented herein were developed by Jeff and Jerry Bartels. I highly 
recommend checking out their blog at: http://civilimmersion.typepad.com/civil_immersion/ as 
well as their respective YouTube channels (Jeff and Jerry). Both Jeff and Jerry do an excellent 
job exploring new techniques and document the process in an easy to follow manner. Where 
appropriate, links are provided in this handout to videos produced by Jeff and Jerry which 
provide much more detailed instructions. 
 

Learning Objective: Use advanced techniques to more accurately visualize 
AutoCAD Civil 3D designs in InfraWorks  

In this section we’ll examine the process and techniques used to create the model for this 
project. This topic is also demonstrated in the full workflow recording (see 0:00:00 to 0:07:30). 

InfraWorks Model Setup 
Whether or not you already have a complete project data set, I always recommend starting your 
InfraWorks models from model builder (provided that they are within the 200 square Kilometer 
limit). It’s almost always easier to remove unnecessary data than it is to add it back in later.  
 

 
1 - InfraWorks Model Builder 

https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
http://civilimmersion.typepad.com/civil_immersion/
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCzOPNqblNrug1rnlBAU06xg
https://www.youtube.com/user/JerryBartels
https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
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2- Base model created by Model Builder 

Immediately after creating a model builder model, create a 
new proposal named “Existing” or something similar. Do 
this so that as you begin adding or removing existing data, 
you still keep a record of all the data that was initially 
imported by Model Builder in the master proposal. 

Adjust model UCS to the project coordinate system or   
something similar/related. Verify that design standards are 
in the appropriate units (i.e. imperial or metric).  

In the “Existing” proposal, delete extraneous model builder 
data that is unnecessary or distracting for your visualization 
model. Use the surface layers pane to toggle features you 
may not want to delete on or off.   

Synchronize and close InfraWorks model. 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3 - Model Properties 
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Civil 3D Data Import  
The following section provides several techniques for importing project Civil 3D data into 
InfraWorks for Visualization. This topic is also demonstrated in the full workflow recording (see 
0:07:30 to 0:31:30). 

Existing Surface Warp  
Before we can import our project data into the InfraWorks model we must  first make 
sure that there isn’t a bust where the project data intersects the InfraWorks data. To do 
this, we need to establish a “warp” between our project surface (i.e. survey surface) and 
the InfraWorks surface. 

 
Start by setting your Civil 3D drawing coordinate system and then opening the 
InfraWorks model in Civil 3D. 

 

 
4 - Civil 3D Coordinate System Dialog Box 

https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
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5 - Open InfraWorks Model in C3D 

Next, after making sure the InfraWorks model is closed, import the InfraWorks model 
into Civil 3D and choose which features are needed in Civil 3D that originated in 
InfraWorks. In this case, we’re only looking for the InfraWorks existing ground surface. 

 

 
6 - Infraworks Existing Surface 

 Then create a data shortcut for the surface and reference it into your project ’s survey 
 existing ground surface drawing.  
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7 - Reference IW EG to Project EG 

Create the “warp” between the two surfaces by extracting the survey surface’s boundary, 
converting it to a feature line, then offsetting that feature line by 100’ and draping the 
offset line on top the InfraWorks topo. Add both the boundary feature line and the draped 
offset feature line back into the project survey surface as breaklines.  

Note: This boundary warp should be well out of the actual design area so that the 
data it generates is not misconstrued for actual survey data. The offset distance 
of the warp line should vary per the requirements of the project. This warping can 
also be used to hide any vertical datum busts you may have between the 
InfraWorks terrain datum and your project survey datum. 

 

8 - Add "Warp" Feature lines to Project EG Surface 

 Add the outer warp line as the new project surface outer boundary, then 
 save the project surface. It is now ready for import into InfraWorks. 
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Import Civil 3D surfaces into InfraWorks  
Re-open InfraWorks and add data sources for both the existing and proposed project 
surfaces.   

 

 
9 - Insert Warped Civil 3D Data into InfraWorks 

Be conscious of the order in which you’re adding the surfaces into InfraWorks  as they 
will stack in the order in which they were added. If you mistakenly add the surfaces in 
the wrong order you can always change the order using arrows located on the top of the 
surface layers pane.   

 

 
10 – InfraWorks Surface Layers Pane 
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Import Line work, Landscaping, Barriers, Light Poles and Signage 
 
This is, by far, the most time consuming process when using InfraWorks to visualize a 
Civil 3D design. In lieu of explaining this (lengthy) process in this handout, I believe it is 
more practical to refer to the workflow process recording (00:30:30 to 00:56:50) that I 
created during the development of this class as well as the following videos produced by 
both Jeff and Jerry Bartels: 
 
Custom Barriers: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXeLQhvDmy0 
Custom Annotation: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asrMZ_Ma6ig&t=21s  
Coverage Areas as Materials: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY2V4xjhNJ4 
Custom Pavement Markings: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY5yGxtoljQ&t=5s 
Visualizing Projects & Public Outreach: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIklM6p7Q6I 
 
These videos all contain detailed step-by-step instructions for exporting data from 
AutoCAD/Civil 3D and importing/configuring it in InfraWorks. 
 

Learning Objective: Use custom InfraWorks schema types to better 

organize data 

In this section we’ll examine the use of a proprietary tool developed by Autodesk to add 
additional custom schema types to an InfraWorks database. These custom schema allow for 
better organization of model data which provides benefits for both “housekeeping” and 
visualization for model data. See (00:56:50 to 01:11:45) in the workflow process recording. 
 
This tool can be downloaded at the following location: 
https://autodesk.app.box.com/s/hsx5dpxqlulxjkvcuy1nr3u5hp9geh84 
 
Included in the download link is a video which explains how the tool works and instructions for 
use. 
 
 

Creating Custom Schema 
 
Start by downloading and opening the 
infraworksdatamodeleditor.exe. By default, the 
InfraWorks “core” schema classes are displayed 
in red. These schema classes may not be 
deleted, but can be modified by the addition of 
attribution. Also, any new schema classes that 
are created must be based upon one of the 
default core classes. Note that custom schema 
will retain the base attributes of the core 
schema it was based on (i.e. building height, 
barrier height, etc.). 
  

11 - InfraWorks Schema Editor 

https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YXeLQhvDmy0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=asrMZ_Ma6ig&t=21s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pY2V4xjhNJ4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=KY5yGxtoljQ&t=5s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QIklM6p7Q6I
https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
https://autodesk.app.box.com/s/hsx5dpxqlulxjkvcuy1nr3u5hp9geh84
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To create a new schema type you will first need to close InfraWorks. Then, select one of 
the existing core classes, in this case “Barriers”, and fill in the information in the top right 
fields which describe the new schema you’re creating and click the “Add” button. The 
new schema will then appear in the list in black. 

 

 

12 - Custom InfraWorks Schema Creation 

Once finished, you will need to save the .JSON file that the tool creates in the 
appropriate directory of the model that you wish to add the schema to. Leave the file 
name as the default “im.schema.json”. 

 

 

13 - Custom Schema .JSON File Save Location 

 
 

Reopen the InfraWorks model and navigate to the model explorer pane. If adding the 
custom schema worked, you should see it listed in the appropriate category. You can 
now import and configure data sources within the newly created schema. 

 

 
14 - Custom Schema Creation Validation 
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15 - Completed InfraWorks Model 
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Learning Objective: Learn how to create animations using the InfraWorks  

storyboard tool 

Similar to adding line work, landscaping, materials and vertical features to InfraWorks models, 
learning how to use the InfraWorks storyboard and animation creation tools is better 
accomplished via a step-by-step demonstration and/or video instruction. Refer to the full 
workflow recording (1:15:30 to 1:23:20) or this excellent video produced by Jeff Bartels: 
https://youtu.be/RkXpbGau_nM 
 

Learning Objective: Learn how to use the InfraWorks web viewer tools 

 
The InfraWorks web viewer tools provide an excellent medium for sharing your Visualization 
with clients and/or project stakeholders. The tools are relatively simple and intuitive to use and 
allow for external parties to view your InfraWorks model through a common web browser. In this 
section we’ll examine techniques for creating scenarios and providing instructions for the end 
users of the tools. Refer to the full workflow recording (1:23:20 to 1:34:33) for the video 
recording of the techniques provided in this section. 
 

Scenarios 
The first step in posting your Infraworks Model online 
is creating a scenario in Infraworks. Fill out the 
required fields, paying close attention to which 
proposal and storyboards that you want to ultimately 
publish in the web viewer. In my experience, it is best 
to reduce your area of interest down to the smallest 
area that is possible to improve load times in the web 
viewer. Keep in mind that if you do choose to adjust 
the limits of the scenario, any storyboards you 
choose to include in the scenario must fall within 
those extents that you delineate. Be careful when 
setting access rights, especially if your project has 
confidentiality requirements. 
 

 
17 – InfraWorks Scenario Area of Interest 

16 – InfraWorks Scenario Editor 

https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
https://youtu.be/RkXpbGau_nM
https://youtu.be/o2mrfxw0M88
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Once you’ve created your scenarios you’ll need to synchronize your model again, making sure 
to check the common resources box. Once the model is sync’d you can move on to configuring 
the Web View using the InfraWorks Web Administrator.  
 

 
18 - Synchronize Model and Common Resources 

InfraWorks Web Administrator  
The InfraWorks Web Administrator can be launched by selecting the button on the top left 
corner of the InfraWorks interface.  
 

 
19 - Web Administrator Launch Button 
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20 - InfraWorks Web Administrator 

 
The Web Administrator interface is very simple to use. Just select which options you’d like to 
render and click the Start Render button when ready. The model will then render in the cloud 
and you will receive an email notification when the render is complete.  
 

Note: Panoramas were not discussed during this 
course but can be generated very simply. In certain 
circumstances, panoramas can also be a valuable 
form of model communication. To create Panoramas 
simply set bookmarks in your model where you’d like 
a 3D panorama to be generated. Panoramas work 
independently from scenarios so you don’t have to 
worry about adding them to a specific scenario for 
them to become available in the web viewer.  

 
Once you’ve received the email notification that the model 
has rendered, follow the included link and open up the web 
view version of the model to inspect it. Occasionally, I’ve had 
issues where the online render does not work properly and 
needs to be rerun.  
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To view the 3D scenarios you created in 
InfraWorks, open the web view of your 
InfraWorks model and click on the 3D bubble 
icons presented in plan view.  
 

 
23 - Scenario Selection in 3D Infraworks Web viewer 

 
One you’ve selected the scenario a new tab will open and the online view of the scenario you 
created will load. 
 

 
24 - MLK Model as seen in the InfraWorks Web Viewer (LINK) 

21 - InfraWorks Bookmarks 

22 – Web Model Render Email Notification 

https://infraworks360.autodesk.com/viewer/index.html?url=https://infraworks360.autodesk.com/api/account/99b38c502da211e6a73a22000bb68c8b/group/61758/scenario/2dc08f3d-45c0-46fc-bcc8-0e4a1114a002
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You may then use the controls in the upper left corner of the model to control the model detail 
and feature visibility, comment on the model and play any storyboards that you assigned to the 
scenario. 

 
25 - InfraWorks Web Viewer Model Buttons 

If you are planning on sharing the web model with people who are not tech savvy, I recommend 
providing some instructions for using the web viewer tools at the same time you provide a link to 
the model. If people are not familiar with the interface, even if it is very simple,  they are likely to 
become frustrated and lose interest in viewing the model. In AECOM’s experience, some simple 
instructions go a long way in captivating these type of people’s attention. A copy of the 
instructions that AECOM provided to benefited receptors of the MLK soundwall project is shown 
on the following page 
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26 - Example Web Viewer Instructions 


